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Come together
As you read this message, keep in
the background these words from the
Beatles’ hit Come Together: “Come
together, yeah.”
I am honored to take the reins of
the OOSD as its president for the
second time. I want to thank our
immediate past president, Cullan
Jones, for his leadership over the past
year, as well as the rest of the OOSD
Executive Council, including our four
out-of-state members of The Florida
Bar Board of Governors. It was obviously a tough year, as COVID-19 kept
us apart and introduced us to Zoom
and similar services. As a collective,
the legal profession continued to run,
as we held meetings, mediations,
and depositions, and made court
appearances.
But we lacked the true human and
business-development element—the
ability to see a smile, shake hands,
exchange business cards, and have
breakfast, lunch, or otherwise dine
together.
This was particularly harmful to
the OOSD, whose constituents reside
across the country. There are approximately 14,000 out-of-state members
of The Florida Bar. In addition to
email, this State-to-State newsletter,
and periodic Zoom calls, the OOSD
relies heavily on live attendance at
locations around the country to build
its network and to meet potential
new executive council members. A
one-inch box on Zoom where there is
no pre- or post-meeting socializing is
simply not a substitute.
When I was first OOSD president,
in 2016, my theme was “Here we
grow.” It worked. Several members
of the Executive Council, including
our immediate past and next presidents met us during live meetings.
COVID-19 put us on pause. With the
world and travel reopening, we have
that opportunity again. It is now time
to Come together.
The OOSD is currently planning a
live meeting in conjunction with The
Florida Bar Board of Governors Outof-State Meeting in Ashville, North
Carolina, September 29 through October 3, 2021. The location is the
Omni Grove Park Inn, a beautiful,
historic hotel. Stay tuned to the
flabaroutofstaters.org
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OOSD website, www.flaoutofstaters.
org, for specific details of the date and
time of the OOSD Executive Council
meeting, as well as other events during the long weekend.
If you have not “checked the box”
for OOSD in your annual Florida Bar
membership and paid the $35 fee, you
are not a member of the OOSD, which
relies on these revenues to deliver its
benefits to out-of-state members of
The Florida Bar.
We are often asked about the benefits of membership in the OOSD, and
it is hard to deny that benefits lead
to membership. Many past articles
in this newsletter have described

benefits of the OOSD, which include
this newsletter itself, availability of
Florida Bar-approved CLEs, an organization that looks after the interests
unique to out-of-state lawyers, and
networking opportunities. It is this
latter benefit in particular that we
strive to expand.
Even if you do not reside in a city
with a large number of Florida lawyers, you are always welcome to join
one of our events or receptions. Plus,
the other benefits of the OOSD remain, especially including matters
that are of interest to Florida lawyers
and the voice the OOSD provides in
that regard.
The most important element remains you, whether it is your membership or your voice and ideas. The
OOSD wants to hear from you.
Come see us in Ashville (and there
will still be remote attendance capabilities). If you are available at
least remotely, please join us for our
next OOSD meeting. If you have any
questions or comments about what
the OOSD can do for you, free to call
me (404/504-7798) or send an email
(lkunin@mmmlaw.com).

Are you feeling lonely, isolated, fearful, anxious, depressed, or
otherwise struggling as a result of the pandemic?

You are not alone.
Join a virtual chat group with other Florida Bar members to discuss these challenges
and pursue personal fulfillment by providing support to and receiving support from
others during these times.
Free and confidential
led by Licensed Psychologist,
Scott Weinstein, Ph.D.,
every Wednesday from noon to 1PM Eastern.
More information and connection details here:
https://www.fla-lap.org/meetings-and-events
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Mark your calendar
OOSD Joint Meeting With Florida Bar
Board of Governors

September 29 - October 3, 2021
OOSD Executive Council Meeting: September 30, 2021 (subject to change)
Omni Grove Park Inn
Asheville, North Carolina

OOSD Executive Council Meeting

January 12, 2022 • 1-3 p.m.
Via Zoom
Non-executive council members are welcome to attend;
email eyoung@floridabar.org for the link.

J o i n t h e O O S D n ow !

Not a member of the Out-of-State Division?

Join now!

Membership in the division is just $35 and provides a number of valuable benefits to out-of-state
attorneys, including discounts on CLE registration, a free annual ethics CLE, and opportunities to
network with other Florida lawyers. Join now! Invite a colleague!
For more information, please contact:

Anais Mary Taboas, Chair

Emily K. Young

Membership Growth Strategy Committee
anaistaboas@gmail.com

Program Administrator
eyoung@floridabar.org

Mission of the Out-of-State Division
The purpose of the Out-of-State Division of The Florida Bar is to provide an organization for all Florida Bar members who reside outside of the state of Florida. The division
focuses not on any specific practice area, but rather on the common interests and needs
of out-of-state Florida Bar members as a whole. The division works toward the goal of
ensuring equitable treatment for in-state and out-of-state Florida Bar members. This is
accomplished through education, legislative, and administrative review; the production
and update of a website for division members and the public at large; and the publication of a newsletter sent to the division’s membership.

flabaroutofstaters.org
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Become involved—I did!
I was proud and humbled to have
been sworn in by Florida Bar President Michael Tanner as presidentelect of the Out-of-State Division. I
am especially excited to be serving
while Larry Kunin leads our division.
I first reached out to Larry during my
first year as a Florida Bar and Outof-State Division member. I asked
Larry how I could get involved, and
he advised that the first step is to attend one of the division’s meetings.
I made plans to attend The Florida
Bar Annual Convention a few months
later and was immediately welcomed
by the executive council members at
the OOSD meeting. I then attended other OOSD meetings including
meetings by phone (in the days before
Zoom), and soon enough I was a member of the Executive Council. I hope
other members take that first step
by attending one of our upcoming

Presidentelect’s
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meetings either in person or from the
comfort of your office/home.
I have truly enjoyed being a member of the OOSD for many reasons.
The division does a great job of representing the interests of out-of-state
lawyers. In addition, I have enjoyed
meeting members of The Florida Bar
who practice in many states. At each

of our out-of-state meetings, we plan
unique CLEs that are designed for
out-of-state practitioners and have
great networking receptions. You
should especially take advantage of
the opportunity to interact with leaders of The Florida Bar at our annual
joint meeting with the Board of Governors. These meetings are held in a
different city each year. This year we
are scheduled to convene in Asheville
in September. Please join us in Asheville or at our virtual meeting (via
Zoom) in January.
Finally, there are always opportunities to get involved with one of our
committees. If you are interested or
have any questions, please do not
hesitate to contact me or any of our
executive council members. I look forward to hearing from you and meeting you soon!

A Trusted Source for
Asset Appraisal and Liquidation

Experienced Accredited Professionals
with Accountability

Auctions
Site Inspections
Appraisals
Liquidations
Inventory Verification
Replevins

Writ Actions
Expert Witness Testimony
Asset Recovery
Record Storage
Customized Solutions

Serving Trustees, Assignees, Receivers, Estate Custodians, Attorneys and Financial Institutions

moeckerauctions.com ● (954) 252-2887 ● info@moeckerauctions.com

FORT LAUDERDALE | TAMPA | JACKSONVILLE | ORLANDO
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Borrower beware: Don’t pledge
your retirement away
by Kathleen L. DiSanto
T h e
Eleventh
Circuit’s
decision in
Kearney
Construction Company, LLC
v. Travelers
Casualty
and Surety
Company
of America
appears to
stand for
KATHLEEN L. DISANTO
the proposition that the grant of an all-asset
pledge includes an individual retirement account.1 Stripped down to a
basic level, the Eleventh Circuit’s
conclusion seems unsurprising, at
least at first blush. Indeed, such a result is entirely consistent with blackletter law and a nearly unbroken line
of cases concerning the interpretation
and enforcement of security interests
and the availability and application
of exemptions under the Florida Statutes. Nothing stops a borrower or
pledgor from pledging property that
would otherwise be exempt under
Florida law as security for a loan or
an obligation. And a security interest
is enforceable between the pledgor
and secured party, even if the secured party’s interest is not properly
perfected. But what seems to be a
very straightforward opinion by the
Eleventh Circuit gives short shrift
to the complex facts underlying the
dispute (and the court acknowledges
as much).2 A closer examination of
the facts, however, reveals just how
extraordinary and, perhaps, groundbreaking the Kearney Construction
opinion actually is. A review of the
decisions below suggests that the actual holding of the Eleventh Circuit
may be that if an owner of an individual retirement account pledges
that account as collateral, the claim
of exemption is destroyed as to any

flabaroutofstaters.org

creditor of the account owner, not just
the secured party who was granted
the lien in the collateral. The opinion
also can be extrapolated to impose a
steeper evidentiary burden on judgment debtors who wish to preserve
their claim of exemption with respect to their individual retirement
accounts.
The first clue that the Kearney
Construction opinion is not what it
seems is that the parties named in
the case caption are not the pledgor
and pledgee with respect to the security interest that is the subject of the
opinion. The decision emanates from
Travelers Casualty and Surety Company of America’s (Travelers) efforts
to enforce a judgment it obtained
against Bing Charles W. Kearney
(Mr. Kearney), a well-known businessman and construction magnate
of the Tampa Bay area. Travelers
served a writ of garnishment on USAmeribank, the institution where
Mr. Kearney maintained his individual retirement account (the IRA).
USAmeribank answered the writ of
garnishment, indicating that it was
indebted to Mr. Kearney in the total
amount of $1,158,037.38, and identified a number of accounts in which
Mr. Kearney had an interest, including the IRA, which had a balance in
excess of $450,000.00.3 Mr. Kearney
asserted that the IRA was exempt
pursuant to section 222.21(2) of the

6

Florida Statutes.
Some years prior to the entry of
the Travelers judgment, Mr. Kearney
obtained a line of credit from Moose
Investments of Tampa LLC (Moose
Investments), which was owned by
Mr. Kearney’s son, yet over which Mr.
Kearney himself asserted “considerable control.”4 To secure the line of
credit, Mr. Kearney granted a security interest to Moose Investments of
“all assets and rights of the Pledgor.”5
When Travelers sought to enforce
its judgment against the IRA, Mr.
Kearney took the position that he
never intended to pledge the IRA as
collateral for the line of credit. Mr.
Kearney offered his own affidavit and
an affidavit of the manager of Moose
Investments to provide evidence of
this fact. The Eleventh Circuit accepted the district court’s rejection
of the affidavits of Mr. Kearney and
the manager based on the fact that
they were “self-serving … conclusory,
uncorroborated, and indeed contradicted by other evidence record.”6 The
other evidence in the record included
the manager’s prior affidavit and filings by Mr. Kearney, both of which
asserted that Moose Investments
had a superior lien in the garnished
funds.7 Given the evidentiary problems with the affidavits, the rejection
of Mr. Kearney’s argument that he
did not intend to pledge the IRA is
not terribly surprising.
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Mr. Kearney then argued that
Moose Investments was not properly
perfected as to the IRA because Moose
Investments did not have possession
or control over the IRA.8 Keeping in
mind that the Kearney Construction
opinion was written for the benefit
of the parties who were well versed
in the facts and the legal arguments
that had been advanced in the appeal and below, the Eleventh Circuit
wrote in judicial shorthand and did
not elaborate on or offer any legal
analysis to support its conclusion
that “the critical issue [was] whether
the IRA account was used as security
for a loan, not whether the security
interest was perfected.”9 That is why
parties who may argue the Kearney
Construction opinion in the future
(or those who may be responding to
such arguments) should analyze the
decisions from the district court and
the parties’ briefs to understand why
the grant of the security interest by
Mr. Kearney to Moose Investments
was the key issue to the courts. 10
As explained in the In re Roberts
case, “[f]rom the clear language of
the Tax Code, a pledge of funds in
an IRA constitutes a distribution of
the funds to the individual,” the effect of which is “that the funds are
no longer considered to be IRA funds
and therefore, that the funds are no
longer exempt.”11 However, the Roberts case does not indicate whether
the lender was properly perfected
as to the account, such that it had
actual possession or control of the
account at issue in that case. It is
clear from the Kearney Construction
opinion that the Eleventh Circuit did
not believe it was necessary to reach
the issue, as the court summarily
states that “an unperfected security
interest is nevertheless enforceable
between the parties,” even though
Travelers, who was not a party to the
pledge agreement between Mr. Kearney and Moose Investments, was
the party who would benefit from the
pledge of the IRA. Nevertheless, it is
worth noting that neither the court
opinions from the Eleventh Circuit
or the district court nor the parties’
flabaroutofstaters.org

briefs cite any case law specifically
addressing the issue as to whether
the secured party must be properly
perfected for the pledge of funds in
an IRA to constitute a distribution for
purposes of the Tax Code or whether
the distribution is completed merely
upon execution of the security agreement or pledge.
Finally, Mr. Kearney contended
that, as a matter of law, the IRA was
exempt from creditors’ reach pursuant to section 222.21(2) of the Florida
Statutes,12 which provides that 100%
of the value of an eligible individual
retirement account is exempt.13 The
Eleventh Circuit devoted an entire
footnote to rejecting this argument.14
As explained by the Eleventh Circuit,
section 222.21(2)(a)(1) provides that
an individual retirement account is
exempt from the claims of all creditors if it is maintained in accordance
with a plan or governing instrument
that has been preapproved by the
Internal Revenue Service as being exempt from taxation. Section 222.21(2)
(a)(2), in turn, applies to individual
retirement accounts that are not subject to preapproval—in that instance,
the statute provides that such plan
or governing instrument must be
determined by the Internal Revenue
Service to be exempt from taxation.
Interestingly, the Eleventh Circuit
did not hold that Mr. Kearney’s IRA
was not a preapproved IRA under
subsection 1. Rather, in rejecting Mr.
Kearney’s argument that the IRA
was exempt under subsection 1, the
court found that Mr. Kearney did not
put forward any evidence that the
IRA was a preapproved individual
retirement account. However, that
inquiry is usually simple to resolve,
based on an examination of the individual retirement account’s plan
documents or governing instruments.
The parties control the evidence that
is placed into the record, so one wonders if the necessary evidence was
offered.
Relying on its prior decision In re
Yerian, the Eleventh Circuit made
quick work of Mr. Kearney’s arguments under the second subsection
of section 222.21(2)(a) of the Florida
Statutes.15 For an individual retirement account to qualify as exempt
under section 222.21(2)(a)(2), the
Eleventh Circuit tasked the party
7

claiming the exemption with providing evidence of the determination by
the Internal Revenue Service that
the individual retirement account is
exempt.16 Mr. Kearney failed to offer
any evidence that he had obtained
such a determination from the Internal Revenue Service with respect
to the IRA.17
It is important to recognize that the
Yerian decision involved arguments
under 222.21(2)(a)(2) only and a factual scenario where the individual
retirement account owner treated the
account as his personal piggy bank,
making withdrawals to pay for a condominium in Puerto Rico and two
cars.18 Yet, even under those facts,
the Eleventh Circuit offered a detailed explanation as to why Yerian’s
individual retirement account did not
qualify for exempt status under the
Internal Revenue Code. However,
while the Eleventh Circuit’s ruling
in Kearney Construction seems to
be an extension of Yerian, it has the
dangerous potential for collapsing the
difference in the analysis between
evaluating whether an individual
retirement account that is managed
by a plan or governing document
that has been preapproved is exempt
or whether it is exempt based on a
determination by the Internal Revenue Service. Nor does the Kearney
Construction opinion offer the detailed analysis provided by Yerian
itself, which explains precisely why
the individual retirement account in
that case did not meet the requirements under section 222.21(a)(2) of
the Florida Statutes.
In affirming the decision of the
district court, the Eleventh Circuit
concluded that Mr. Kearney’s IRA
was not exempt and was subject to
Travelers’ writ of garnishment. While
the courts may have reached the right
result, the oversimplified analysis
may threaten Florida’s statutory exemption for individual retirement
accounts and have the unanticipated
consequence of forcing debtors to expend additional resources to meet
the evidentiary burden potentially
established by the Eleventh Circuit
in the Kearney Construction opinion,
even if the debtor is utilizing a basic
individual retirement account product governed by a preapproved plan
or other governing instrument.19
State-to-State — Summer 2021
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Endnotes

1 795 Fed. Appx. 671 (11th Cir. 2019).
2 Id. at 673 (“Because we write only for the
benefit of the parties, who are already familiar with
the facts, we mention only such facts as are necessary
to understand our reasoning.”).
3 Kearney Constr. Co., LLC v. Travelers Cas.
& Surety Co. of America, Case No. 8:09-cv-1850-T30TBM, 2017 WL 4277164, at *1 (M.D. Fla. Aug.
16, 2017) (the “Magistrate Report”).
4 Kearney Constr., 795 Fed. Appx. at 673, n.3.
5 Id.
6 Magistrate Report, at *11-12.
7 Kearney Constr., 795 Fed. Appx. at 674.
8 Id. at 674-75.
9 Id. at 675.
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10 The first argument might well be that the
Eleventh Circuit’s opinion was not selected for
publication and, as an unpublished opinion, is not
binding precedent on future Eleventh Circuit panels
that may be presented with the same issues. While
Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 32.1 provides
that a court may not prohibit or restrict the citation of
federal judicial opinions designated as “unpublished”
and issued on or after January 7, 2007, the use of
the opinion is still governed by the local rules of the
Circuit. The Eleventh Circuit Rule 36-2 states that
unpublished opinions are not considered binding
precedent and may be cited only as persuasive
authority.
11 In re Roberts, 326 B.R. 424, 426 (Bankr. S.D.
Ohio 2004) (citing Lewis v. Bank of America, 343
F.3d 540, 545 (5th Cir. 2003)); see also 26 U.S.C. §§
408(d) and (e)(4).
12 Section 222.21 of the Florida Statutes was
enacted in 1987 and was patterned after a Kansas
statute. Dunn v. Doskocz, 590 So.2d 521, 522 (Fla. 3d
DCA 1991) (“[T]he purpose of the statute is to confer
on retirement plans a broad exemption from the claims
of creditors.”).

8

13 Kearney Constr., 795 Fed. Appx. at 674-75, n.7.
14 Id.
15 Id. at 674-75, n.7 (citing In re Yerian, 927 F.3d
1223, 1226 (11th Cir. 2019)).
16 Id. (citing Kane v. Stewart Tilghman Fox &
Bianchi, P.A., 197 So. 3d 137, 141 (Fla. 4th DCA
2016) (“[T]he party seeking an exemption from
garnishment has the burden of proving entitlement to
the exemption.”)).
17 Id.
18 Yerian, 927 F.3d at 1226, 1228-29 (“We start
with an observation about the statute’s structure.
Section 222.21 of the Florida Statutes imposes
different exemption requirements on different IRAs,
depending on whether and how the Internal Revenue
Service has signed off on the IRA’s terms… . We are
tasked with interpreting only section 222.21(2)(a)(2),
the second of these provisions.”).
19 Proposed legislation originated by the Real
Property Probate and Trust Law Section and supported
by the Business Law Section’s Legislation Committee
may give borrowers and judgment debtors with
individual retirement accounts some hope for the
future.
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Burying liability with the Graves
Amendment—What rental car companies
in California and Florida need to know
by Jennifer N. Yencarelli
California and Florida are popular travel destinations for national
and international tourists. Not surprisingly, thousands of accidents
occur annually in rental vehicles.
Frequently, a rental car company is
named as a defendant in litigation
solely by virtue of its ownership of
the vehicle. Plaintiffs assert a myriad
of legal theories, which typically include vicarious liability, negligent
entrustment, negligent maintenance
of the rental vehicle, or unspecified
negligence. These theories of liability
are generally not viable because the
Graves Amendment prohibits vicarious liability claims against an owner
who is in the business of renting or
leasing vehicles unless the rental
company was itself negligent or engaged in criminal wrongdoing. 49
U.S.C. § 30106(a).
The Graves Amendment preempts
vicarious liability under Florida’s
dangerous instrumentality doctrine.
Coincidentally, there is also a statutory carve-out to Florida’s dangerous
instrumentality doctrine for lessors
who rent vehicles for more than, as
well as less than, a year. See Fla.
Stat. § 324.021(1),(2). No published
California appellate court decision
has specifically addressed whether
the Graves Amendment preempts
California tort law set forth in Cal.
Veh. Code §§ 17150, 17151 (“Liability
of private owners” and “Limitation
of liability,” respectively); however,
several unpublished opinions and
trial judges have found the statutes
are preempted.20
Yet, the independent negligence
exception to the Graves Amendment
is not particularly well-defined. Obvious instances of negligence include
maintenance issues with the rental
vehicle, mechanical failure, and inadequate or infrequent inspections.
Burying liability for maintenancerelated issues is relatively straightforward and can be accomplished by
conducting routine maintenance and
flabaroutofstaters.org

inspections and maintaining records
of the maintenance and inspections
performed.
It is unsettled whether the independent negligence exception to the
Graves preemption includes maintenance-related issues as well as
negligent entrustment claims.21 Two
unpublished federal district court
opinions in the Middle District and
Southern District of Florida suggest the Graves Amendment does
not extend to negligent entrustment
claims because a rental car company
already has no duty to conduct an indepth pre-rental investigation into a
renter’s driving record, competency to
drive, or driving record. In California,
a rental car company is not negligent
for entrusting a vehicle to a renter
who presents a valid driver’s license
and is therefore presumptively fit to
drive.22 Similarly, in California, there
is no duty to conduct an electronic
inquiry into a customer’s driving history in order to determine fitness to
drive.23
To avoid liability for negligent entrustment, rental car companies in
both California and Florida must
comply with statutory due diligence
obligations prior to renting the vehicle. The statutory due diligence
obligations in each state are similar. Pursuant to Fla. Stat. § 322.38,
a rental car company must inspect
the driver’s license of the renter to
verify it is not expired and maintain
a record with, inter alia, the renter’s
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name, address, driver’s license number, and state or country of issuance.
California’s requirements are similar
and include an inspection of the renter’s driver’s license, a comparison of
the signature on the license with the
signature of the renter “written in his
or her presence,” and maintenance of
a record with, inter alia, the renter’s
name, address, driver’s license number, jurisdiction of issuance, and the
expiration date of the license.24 In
order to bury liability for negligent
entrustment, compliance with these
statutory obligations is critical.
In the event litigation is filed,
discovery seeking information and
documents supporting the plaintiff’s
theory that the rental car company
was independently negligent—and
therefore outside the Graves Amendment protections—is vital to securing
an early disposition via dispositive
motion.

Endnotes

1 See, e.g., Misra v. Ochoa, No. BC703574,
2020 WL 7053236, at *2 (Cal. Super. Ct. Jan.
06, 2020); Fisher v. Trotter, No. BC637216,
2018 WL 8867862, at *3 (Cal. Super. Ct. Nov.
26, 2018).
2 Scott v. A Betterway Rent-A-Car, Inc., No.
5:17-CV-240-OC-41PRL, 2018 WL 1558268, at
*2 (M.D. Fla. Mar. 27, 2018); Garcia v. Georges,
No. 09-23627-CIV, 2010 WL 11507183, at *4
(S.D. Fla. Feb. 4, 2010), aff’d sub nom. Garcia
v. Georges, 434 F. App’x 791 (11th Cir. 2011).
3 Flores v. Enter. Rent-A-Car Co., 188 Cal. App.
4th 1055, 1062 (Cal. App. 2d 2010).
4 Id.
5 Cal. Veh. Code §§ 14604, 14608, 14609.
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What’s new in French
termination-of-employment law?
A lot!
by Roselyn S. Sands
Introduction
The labor markets of today’s modern
global economy are going through
significant structural changes, driven
mostly by globalization and technology. As the future activity of companies
is more and more difficult to predict,
their capacity to adjust their head
count has become critical.
On the political sphere, the failure of European countries to reach
an unemployment rate as low as in
countries such as the United States
has led to the rise of neoliberal theories, according to which, the blame
for such high unemployment falls on
rigid, employee-friendly labor legislation. Therefore, according to these
theories, the only effective remedy to
unemployment lies in the elimination
of institutional obstacles, such as employee-protective laws, especially with
respect to termination of employment.
As analyzed by the researchers
Werner Eichhorst, Paul Marx, and
Caroline Wehner,1 a new wave of
labor-market reforms, following the
neoliberal trend, started after the
2008 crisis in order to tackle:
1. Employment protection, i.e., dismissal protection and restrictions
on fixed-term contracts
2. Unemployment-benefit generosity
and coverage
In France, President François Hollande started his transformation of
the labor market in 2016 with a labor
law reform known as the “El Khomri
law” (named after the labor minister under President Hollande at the
time), which allowed more flexibility
to companies through company-level collective bargaining, thus giving
greater prominence to companywide
collective bargaining agreements.
This movement of liberalization continues today. In September
2017, President Emmanuel Macron
pushed through in record speed his
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“ordinances,” whose aim is to significantly reform French labor law. They
extend collective bargaining rules first
set in motion by the El Khomri law,
notably by giving companies more
power to negotiate working conditions directly with employees. (Major
changes have also been made in other
areas, such as employee representation, by gathering a staff’s various
representative bodies into one entity.)
Indeed the ordinance, dated 22 September 2017, “regarding the predictability and securing of employment
relationships” is a real game changer:
it provides a new set of rules for individual terminations as well as for
collective redundancies.
This paper will review the key rules
of employment termination since Macron’s labor law reforms and analyze
their consequences for employers in
France. We will discuss how both individual terminations and collective
head-count reductions in France have
become easier and less risky.
1. Individual employment
termination: less risk and a
greater predictability
The objective of the 2017 French
labor law reform is to decrease the
risks and increase the predictability of
termination costs in order to increase
foreign investment into France by
encouraging companies to hire employees without fear of a complicated
and costly termination, if needed.
In order for French labor law to
become a more employer-friendly system, (1) damages in case of litigation
are now capped, (2) the legal cause is
easier to establish, and (3) statutes of
limitations are shortened.
1.1. The capping of damages for
dismissal without legal cause
One of the key measures of Macron’s
labor law reform is the capping of
damages for dismissal without legal
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cause, which has finally been established after two unsuccessful tries in
20152 and 2016.3
Until the reform, in cases of dismissal without legal cause, the Labor
Court could order the employer to pay
damages that could not be lower than
six months of salary for employees
with at least two years of service in a
company that had at least 11 employees. No legal ceiling was in force then.
If the company employed fewer than
11 employees or if the concerned employee had less than a two-year length
of service, no minimum, or maximum,
was imposed by law. The amount of
damages was freely set discretionarily
by the judge.
Since the reform, the Labor Court
must determine an amount of damages, which has to comply with:
• A floor, the amount of which varies
depending on the company’s head
count and the employee’s length of
service (still, no minimum amount
is provided for employees with less
than a one-year length of service
within the company)

• A ceiling, the amount of which only
varies depending on the employee’s
length of service, with a maximum
of 20 months of gross salary
However, this cap only applies for cases of wrongful dismissal for absence
of legal cause. It does not apply if the
dismissal is declared null and void for
one of the following causes: breach of
fundamental liberties; discriminatory dismissals; harassment cases;
dismissals linked to performance by
protected employees of their mandate;
noncompliance with specific employee
protections, notably for pregnancy,
maternity leave, or occupational accident or illness.
In such cases, the previous system
applies. Consequently, employees
and their lawyers may try to base
their claims on discrimination or
State-to-State — Summer 2021
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harassment as often as possible in
order to escape the application of the
cap.
As a conclusion, the capping of damages should have the following main
consequences for employers in France:
• Greater predictability: companies will certainly have a better view of dismissal costs, as the
amount allowed to the employee
can no longer vary significantly
depending on the jurisdiction or
the judges.
• General decrease of litigation
cost: the French labor system has
cut in half the minimal amount of
damages granted to the employee.
(It went from a minimum amount
of six months’ gross salary to a
minimum that varies between zero
and three months.) Furthermore,
the maximum amount granted can
be as high as 20 months. Overall,
the cost of future litigations before
labor courts is likely to decrease.
One concession, however, was made
to employees in this reform: the length
of service required for an employee to
be entitled to legal-dismissal indemnities went from 12 months to only
eight months. Moreover, the reform
modified the method of calculation
of these legal dismissal indemnities,
which led to an increase of the amount
paid to employees with 10 years or
less of service. It has increased by
25%, as the employee is now entitled
to one-quarter of the monthly salary
per year of service, instead of one-fifth
per year. Beyond the first 10 years of
service, the legal-dismissal indemnities amount remains the same.
1.2. The softening of the obligation to justify the legal grounds
in the termination letter
The requirement to set forth the
grounds for termination in the dismissal letter has always been a major
source of risk for employers in France.
This obligation to justify grounds
for dismissal still remains with the
reform, but it has been softened regarding its implementation and its
sanctions.
Until the labor law reform, the
flabaroutofstaters.org

dismissal letter was the only document setting the limits of the justification for dismissal. Both the parties
and the judge were bound by the content of this letter. In other words, it
was impossible for employers to add
elements or specify reasons of the
termination after the dismissal letter
had been sent to the employee. The
justification was set in stone.
The labor law reform softened this
system by giving employers the ability
to supplement grounds in the dismissal letter for both individual and collective terminations. This information
can be communicated in two ways:
1. By the initiative of the employer
15 days after the letter has been
sent
2. Following the employee’s request
for more details, within 15 days
after the receipt of the request
The revised dismissal letter is now
the new limit in any litigation concerning dismissals. The employer is
still bound by the content of the dismissal letter in case of litigation but
will be able to supplement or reinforce
the grounds mentioned.
The softening of these rules entered
into force as of 18 December 2017.
Therefore, it is too early to determine
what the legislator meant by the word
“supplement.” Future litigation before
labor courts will certainly define how
far an employer may go in “revising”
the dismissal letter after it is sent to
the employee. A best practice, therefore, would be to have the most robust

letter possible from the outset.
1.3. A shorter statute of limitations
Under the previous legal framework, most of the claims before courts
on the termination-of-employment
contract had a two-year statute of
limitations, which could be reduced
to one year in specific cases (notably
redundancy). This was already significant progress, as 10 years ago the
statute of limitations was 30 years for
damages!4
The reform now provides for a single
statute of limitations of 12 months for
every employee claim challenging the
grounds for their individual dismissal
or redundancy. The period starts from
the termination notification for individual claims (there is a different
starting point for collective claims).
With this measure, the Government
sought to secure the terminations of
employment by giving less time to employees to take legal actions. However,
the reform did not change the statute
of limitations of specific claims, such
as sexual or moral harassment or
discrimination (five years), and claims
linked to particular indemnities (three
years).
You will find below a table of the
most common statutes of limitations
before and after the reform.
1.4. The individual mutual-termination concept is alive and well
Since 2008, an employer and employee can mutually agree to terminate employment. Minimum dismissal indemnities must be paid, and

Claim

Former statute of
limitations

New statute of
limitations

Dismissal

2 years

12 months

Challenge of the
redundancy

12 months

12 months

Challenge of a mutualtermination agreement

12 months

12 months

Resignation

2 years

12 months

Indemnity for undeclared work

2 years

12 months

Indemnity corresponding to paid
holidays, retirement,
noncompete

3 years

3 years

Termination linked
to harassment/
discrimination

5 years

5 years
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the labor inspector must approve it.
However, to the employer’s benefit, no
court action can be brought for wrongful dismissal. To the employee’s benefit, he is entitled to unemployment
compensation despite his consent to
leave.
Less expensive, more predictable,
safer, the individual termination
under the new legal framework applicable in France has become more
employer-friendly since the reform.
The protection of employment has
declined.
2. Collective head-count reductions are made easier
Collective redundancies have become crucial tools for companies to
adjust their head count to compete
in the global market. The advent of a
globalized world, where work can be
exported to lower-cost countries, and
the rise of disruptive working relationships (and, notably independent
workers, such as Uber drivers), has
certainly increased the need for headcount adjustments.
This new paradigm has led the legislator to ease collective redundancy
rules. Moreover, today’s employers
have various other options, such as
mobility leave and collective mutual
termination.
2.1. Collective redundancies are
made easier
2.1.1. Economic difficulties assessment is limited to France
For a long time, France had a particularly burdensome position regarding
the assessment of economic difficulties
for redundancies. Indeed, since the
Thomson Videocolor case in 1995,5
the position of the Court of Cassation
(France’s highest court) had always
been the same: economic difficulties
that justify redundancy shall be assessed regarding a company’s health
overall, without reducing the analysis
specifically to France.
In other words, since 1995, the
economic difficulties of companies
in France have been assessed based
on the situation of the company at
an international level. This solution
was justified by the necessity to prevent multinational companies from
flabaroutofstaters.org

artificially creating economic difficulties in their French subsidiaries to
justify redundancies.
That position has been considered
too severe by the French Government,
as it creates a legal obstacle to the
necessary reorganization of companies and is a unique disadvantage in
the eyes of foreign investors. A change
of position to “bring France up to the
European standard” was necessary,
according to the current French Minister of Labor Muriel Pénicaud.
Under the Macron reform, the perimeter of the economic-difficulties
assessment is now limited to France.
As a result, this assessment will apply
to an enterprise’s operations in France
only. The foreign subsidiaries are no
longer part of this assessment.
However, if “fraud” creates artificial
economic difficulties for French companies, the global situation can still be
considered by the judge. Fraus omnia
corrumpit (fraud corrupts all).
2.1.2. A less burdensome redeployment obligation
Under prior French labor law, employers must help redundant employees to find alternative employment
solutions and conduct a full search for
available positions within the group
prior to termination. This extended to
the company worldwide. This obligation was a factor of risk for companies,
as sanctions for its nonperformance
were the equivalent of a dismissal
without cause.
The Macron reform made three significant changes to the legal framework in order to simplify this obligation for employers and reduce risks of
sanctions.
2.1.2.1. Obligation to offer redeployment limited to France
In the evolution of case law, the
Court of Cassation had developed a
very extensive vision of the redeployment obligation. At one point, the
required search for available positions was extended to all entities of
the business where the “permutation of employees” was possible, even
abroad. This solution was criticized,
notably for its lack of pragmatism
and the heavy burden placed on companies and their groups to comply
with this rule. Indeed, offering a position in a foreign country includes
significant administrative work (e.g.,
contact to the concerned subsidiaries,
12

a collection of all position offers) and
would be in most cases declined by the
employee in any event.
Several times, the legislator modified the law to limit employers’ searches. The labor law reform of 2015, “Macron’s Law,” had notably limited the
required research for available positions in France. However, employees
still had the possibility to request
their employer to send them offers
from other countries, if any. If the
search was easier (only few employees
were interested in foreign jobs), the
procedure was still heavy: the employer had to inform each concerned
employee that he could receive offers from foreign countries; a period
began for the employee to formulate
his requests; then the employer had
to send the related offers and wait for
the employee to accept or decline them
before making him redundant.
The Macron reform has now ended
the search for redeployment positions extraterritorially. This search
is now limited to companies located
in France. As a result, a redundancy
can no longer be challenged because
the employer did not search available
positions in foreign entities as in the
previous system.
2.1.2.2. Compliance with redeployment obligation is easier to satisfy
Under the previous legal system, in
order to fulfill their obligation, employers had to propose redeployment offers
to the concerned employees when job
positions were available. These propositions had to be precise, written, and
customized to the employee’s profile.
The judge had a strict interpretation
of this rule: the Court of Cassation
judged that an employer who failed to
send a written redeployment offer to
its employees with available job positions could not avoid being ordered to
pay damages for dismissal without
cause, as such offers had not been
made to them.6
Therefore, employers had to deal
with a burdensome obligation and
a constant insecurity linked to the
rigorousness of the form conditions of
redeployment offers and the severity
of their sanctions.
The reform softened the redeployment obligation by giving employers
an option for redundancies after 1
January 2018. They can now choose
between:
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• Sending written, precise, and customized redeployment offers to the
concerned employees as in the previous system

• Publishing on the company intranet or on the premises a list of
available positions to all employees
without customization or individual employee meetings
2.1.2.3. Clear and limited definition of the “group”
As seen above, the Court of Cassation had a very extensive vision of the
redeployment obligation. Everything
that could be done had to be done
in order to save jobs. That principle
led to imaginative but unpredictable
jurisprudential solutions, particularly
regarding the redeployment group.
Therefore, under the previous legal
system, the search range for available
positions extended internationally,
but it also hinged on an extensive notion of the “group.”
With the landmark case of Thomson
Videocolor, mentioned earlier, redeployment solutions had to be searched
inside groups of companies “of which
activities, organization, and operating areas, allow the permutation of a
part or of all the employees.” In other
words, regarding redeployment, the
definition of French labor law was
different from business law: the notion of control was irrelevant. Only
the existence of a possible employee’s
permutation (i.e., the possibility of
interchanging employees) between
companies of the group mattered.
Using this extensive definition, the
Court of Cassation saw reemployment
groups between companies that had
no capitalistic relationships: companies with dense commercial relationships, franchises, etc.
Therefore, this approach provided
greater protection for employees, but
it was a great source of unpredictability for employers, as the perimeter of their searches could change
depending on the judge. It was an
additional risk for companies as the
chosen perimeter could always be
challenged by the employees and have
serious consequences (damages for
dismissal without cause). Employers
flabaroutofstaters.org

were advised to be careful by extending the perimeter even to companies
that were not part of the group.
The reform ended this extension by
providing a precise definition of the
redeployment group: the redeployment has to be searched in the group
of companies based on the control or
influence of one dominant company
as defined by the French commercial
code.7 In other words, the redeployment group shall be the same group as
defined by business law. The Government killed two birds with one stone
with this measure:
• It decreased the unpredictability
and risks linked to the redeployment obligation.
• It simplified French labor law in
general by providing a unique definition of the group for the redeployment obligation, the economic
difficulties assessment, and the
implementation of a central social
and economic committee.
While the reform made progress
in the procedure for collective redundancies, this option remains quite
burdensome for employers who need
to engage in consultation with work
councils and social-plan measures
as well.
Now, companies may also achieve
head-count reduction through other
legal vehicles: either a mobility leave
or a collective mutual termination.
2.2. The new collective mutualtermination possibilities
In order to anticipate or avoid the
use of a redundancy plan, other methods of termination have been developed by the legislator. Indeed, one
of the aims of Macron’s reform was
to ease head-count adjustments, and
now the French labor code reflects
this with a new section on “mutual
termination as part of a collective
agreement” in the chapter related to
the other cases of termination.
Based on mutual agreement between the employer and the employee,
these terminations can now be effectuated on a collective level without a
need to demonstrate legal justification, as they are not considered as a
dismissal or a resignation.
Two types of collective head-count
adjustments will be discussed below:
mobility leave—modified and extended by the reform—and collective
13

mutual termination.
2.2.1. Mobility leave
Not very popular since its creation
in 2006,8 the mobility leave has been
modified by the reform to be more appealing to employers.
Before the reform, the mobility
leave was only possible in companies
with at least 1,000 employees, so its
use was limited. The idea of the mobility leave was, in the context of a
redundancy project, to offer employees special measures to help them
back into employment. During this
“mobility-leave period,” part of an
employee’s remuneration continued
to be paid while he searched for a new
job. If accepted by the employee, in
consideration for these special measures, the employment contract would
be mutually terminated and could
not be qualified as a dismissal or a
resignation.
The reform has had three major
impacts on mobility leave: (1) it makes
the mechanism more accessible; (2) it
completely separates the leave from
the redundancy procedure; and (3)
the amount paid during the leave
can be exempted from tax and social
contributions. To go into more detail:
1. The reform lowered the effective
threshold to benefit from mobility leave from 1,000 employees
to only 300 (within European
groups, the company or premises
located in France only needs to
reach 150 employees). However,
the obligation to sign a collective
agreement on human resources management (accord GPEC)
within the company is still a prior
condition to the implementation
of such a leave.
2. The second impact is also significant: before the reform, mobility
leaves were always part of a redundancy procedure. The reform
now completely separates mobility leaves from redundancy. As a
consequence, companies will no
longer have to justify financial
difficulties to offer them.
3. Finally, in order to become more
attractive for employers, the indemnities paid to the employees
during the leave period are now
exempted from tax and social
contribution during a 12-month
period.
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2.2.2. The new collective mutualtermination agreements
Individual termination by a mutual agreement is not a novelty under
French labor law. It was created in
2008, and it consists in mutual agreement between parties on the termination of the employment contract.
The employee receives an indemnity,
which must be at least equal to the legal or collective bargaining dismissal
indemnity. The labor inspector must
approve the agreement. Notice periods
are not required. The employee is entitled to unemployment compensation
after the mutual termination.
Individual terminations by a mutual agreement grew from the sentiment that many dismissals were
really disguised mutual agreements.
In other words, both parties wanted
to separate, but in order to give the
employee the protection against unemployment, the agreement was “disguised.” This certainly explains why
the mechanism became so popular:
since its creation, more than three
million mutual-termination agreements have been validated by the
labor authorities.
The reform law now extends this concept to collective mutual-termination
agreements. This allows companies to
collectively bargain a collective mutual-termination agreement, which then
is offered to the employees for consent
if they so wish. Prior approval by the
labor authorities is required. This procedure must be completely dissociated

from redundancy: the rules regarding
redundancies do not apply, as there
are no forced departures.
It is too early to tell to what extent
companies will use the extended mobility leave and the new collective
mutual-termination process to adjust
their head counts in the future.
What is sure is that employers now
have access to a whole battery of options in adjusting their head counts. A
social plan and collective redundancy
is not the sole option anymore. Careful
consideration should be given before
making a decision on the best course
of action, including but not limited to
timing, the strength of the economic
difficulties, whether the required reductions are must-dos or nice-to-dos,
and relationships with unions and
works councils, among others, in order
to find the best way forward.
Conclusion
Prior to 2008, only unilateral actions by each party—resignation or
termination—were possible avenues
to end employment. French law has
evolved significantly in the past 10
years to create new possibilities for
key actors to agree together on the
end of employment. Through individual mutual consent or through
collective bargaining, companies now
have easier ways to adjust head count.
Moreover, the Macron reform
makes termination more predictable
with less risk and costs, and it minimizes the importance of form over
substance.
As the eminent labor law professor
Antoine Lyon-Caen once said: “Labor
law is dedicated to granting greater
social rights, but it can only achieve
what is economically possible.”

Minister of Labor Pénicaud repeated
these words during a recent interview.
Given the significant challenges to
employment in France in the recent
past, President Macron has turned
back the dial to some extent on certain
employee rights, hoping to achieve
what is economically possible in today’s globalized market for labor.
We will see if these profound reforms actually create more confidence
in the French labor market and bring
down the unemployment rate to single
digits.
This paper was previously published
within the course handbook for Practising Law Institute’s Cross-Border
Employment Law 2021 program
(available at www.pli.edu). The author
wishes to thank Anissa Yeftene and
Yanis Gaoua for their generous support and contributions to this paper.
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BOG News
Board of Governors’ update
We want you to stay informed on actions taken by The Florida Bar Board of Governors. So, here is the latest Board
of Governors’ update.
The Florida Bar Board of Governors met in person for the first time since January 2020 (with some members attending via Zoom videoconference) on May 21, 2021. The major actions of the board and reports received included:
• The board voted unanimously to
approve a proposed budget for FY
2021-2022 that continues a 20year trend of no membership fee
increases. The proposed budget
provides for $44.2 million in spending and projects an ending general
fund balance of $27.5 million. The
proposal now goes to the Florida
Supreme Court for final approval.
• The board heard the final report of
the COVID-19 Pandemic Recovery
Task Force for 2021, which acted
as the Bar’s central clearinghouse
for COVID-related information
and issues. Creation of the COVID-19 Information and Resources

webpage was vital to this effort.
The report can be found here.
• The Florida Bar Tech Support
Helpline’s three-month “beta test”
promoted to solo and small firm
practitioners is more than halfway
through, and excellent feedback
is being received. The proposed
member service would provide free
non-emergency, remote computer,
software, and related technology
support to members in good standing. For more information on the
beta test, visit this LegalFuel page.
• In other action, the board approved
the following. (Visit this Florida

Bar News story for additional information on these matters.)
o A recommendation to find a law
firm’s TV advertising slogan was
generally permissible.
o A proposal to amend Bar rules
to slightly ease some advertising
restrictions, including eliminating
the need for some disclaimers
when using reenactments, and the
need to review advertisements
merely because they feature social
media icons.
o

Updates to the bylaws of the
International Law, Health Law,
and Public Interest Law sections.
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Be a part of the OOS Division
Be a part of the
Out-of-State Division and help us
to help you. By doing so, you’ll help
other out-of-state
lawyers wherever
they are around
the world. We’ve
mentioned in the
D. WORKMAN
past the reach of
the OOSD. We’re here to help you
wherever you practice. And we’d love
to meet you. The result should be a
win-win for everyone. We challenge
you to think of new ideas on how
the OOSD can continue to improve
services to Florida lawyers practicing
out of state.
On page 4, you’ll find the mission
of the Out-of-State Division, and on
page 18, you’ll find a list of officers
and executive council members.
The Out-of-State Division is here to
help you turn our shared interests
into a strong professional practice.
We’re not shy—we want to help your
practice.
Your Out-of-State Division continues to plan gathering and networking opportunities for you, including

FLORIDA...
   was
    discovered
     by an
      out-of-stater.

virtually. We also look forward to
seeing you at one of the local receptions or at OOSD meetings.
The Florida Bar provides great support and opportunities for its members. Our OOSD president, the other
officers, and executive council members are here to support the needs of
out-of-state Florida Bar members.
You’ll see in this edition the many
programs available to OOSD members. You’ll find a supportive and
helpful article from our president,
Larry Kunin, in this edition. Larry’s
article, “Come together,” appears
on page 3. Also, our president-elect,
Brandon Wolff, provides his insights
on being a part of the OOS Division
in his article, “Become involved—I
did!” on page 5.
One of our principal means to communicate with you is through this
publication, which continues to grow.
And we’d like even more! You’ll see
throughout the State-to-State our
requests for contributing authors.
We feature articles from members
in Florida and elsewhere who share
ideas and articles of interest to outof-state members. Our contributing
authors appear prominently, and
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The deadline for the FALL 2021 issue is OCTOBER 8, 2021. Articles should be of interest to legal practitioners with
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we include the information you’d
like others to read about your practice. We continue to look for ways
to enhance the State-to-State and to
provide more development opportunities. We have two goals here: to
present your ideas to a broad audience and to introduce the readers to
you. We want to help your practice.
Please send us your articles and
we’ll get you published as quickly and
as often as we can. And by all means,
please let us know how we can serve
you better. Feel free to contact me
at dworkman@bakerlaw.com or by
telephone at 202/861-1602.
Please visit the updated Outof-State Division website at flabar
outofstaters.org. It contains a number
of new features in an easier-to-use
format. You also can search for and
view articles on the website. You
should receive a link to each edition of
the newsletter that allows you to view
the edition online in color at your
desk or on your mobile device. Check
it out! You can also find us on Twitter @TFBOutofState and Facebook
@TheFloridaBarOutofStateDivision.
And most important—please join
and get involved!

Author! Author!

The Out-of-State Division offers its membership
a valuable forum for the exchange of information on legal issues affecting our interstate
practices. To be truly effective, it is essential
for a large cross section of our members to
contribute articles, news, and announcements
to this newsletter.
For those of you who would like to see your work
in print, the rules for publication are simple: The
article should be related to a subject of general
interest to legal practitioners with multijurisdictional practices. Articles focused on your home
state are less appealing than issues impacting
a number of jurisdictions.
Please send documents in MS Word
f o r m a t v i a e m a i l t o D o n Wo r k m a n ,
dworkman@bakerlaw.com.
Please help your colleagues to get to know
you by including a brief biography with contact
information, and include a head and shoulders
photograph. Your photo and bio will be kept on
file and need only be submitted once.
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Contributing authors
The Out-of-State Division appreciates the articles submitted for this edition by our contributing authors. They
can serve as a resource to fellow division members who might have a question regarding these authors’ areas of
expertise or if a referral is needed.
Kathleen L. DiSanto is a shareholder with Bush Ross in
Tampa. Her practice primarily focuses on bankruptcy and
insolvency matters, and she is an experienced litigator in
state and federal courts throughout the state of Florida.
She has been board certified in business bankruptcy law
since 2014 and has held an AV-Rating from MartindaleHubbell since 2015. She can be reached at 813/204-6409
or kdisanto@bushross.com.

Matthew L. Kahl is a past president of the Out-of-State
Division and also serves as associate editor of Stateto-State. He focuses his practice on real estate, creditor
rights, and regulatory compliance. He can be reached at
503/598-5548 or matthew.kahl@jordanramis.com.

Lawrence (Larry) H. Kunin is president of the Out-ofState Division. He is a partner in the litigation practice
of Morris, Manning & Martin LLP and serves as chair of
the firm’s technology and intellectual property litigation
practice. He can be reached at 404/504-7798 or lkunin@
mmmlaw.com.

Catherine Peek McEwen is a U.S. bankruptcy judge for
the Middle District of Florida, Tampa Division, and is
co-chair of The Florida Bar Pro Bono Legal Services Committee. One of Judge McEwen’s mantras is that “judges
admire pro bono volunteers.”

Brandon Lee Wolff is president-elect of the Out-ofState Division. He practices commercial litigation and
employment litigation at Kaufman Dolowich & Voluck
LLP in New Jersey, New York, Florida, and the District
of Columbia. He holds leadership positions with the ABA
YLD (treasurer), NJSBA YLD (secretary), NYSBA YLS
(chair-elect), and serves as an out-of-state representative
on The Florida Bar YLD’s Board of Governors. He can be
reached at 215/932-6858 or bwolf@kdvlaw.com.

Donald A. Workman, an OOSD past president and
State-to-State editor, is a partner in the Business Group
and head of BakerHostetler’s bankruptcy and creditors’
rights practice in the Washington, D.C., office. His practice areas include business bankruptcy, creditors’ rights,
debtor reorganizations, general insolvency, stockbroker
liquidations, and commercial litigation. He can be reached
at 202/861-1602 or dworkman@bakerlaw.com.

Jennifer N. Yencarelli is admitted in California and
Florida. She is senior counsel at Wolfe & Wolfe Wyman
LLP in Irvine, California. A significant portion of her
practice is focused on transportation and trucking claims.
She can be reached at 949/475-9200 or jnyencarelli@
ww.law.

Become a contributor!
See submission information
on page 16.

Roselyn S. Sands is a U.S. and French attorney-at-law
with EY Société d’Avocats in Paris, France, a global leader
in assurance, tax, transaction, and advisory services. She
can be reached at +33 6 71 63 92 22 or roselyn.sands@
ey-avocats.com.

Stay connected

with the

Out-of-State Division
Facebook:

Twitter:

https://www.facebook.com/
TheFloridaBarOutOfStateDivision

@TFBOutOfState

flabaroutofstaters.org
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OUT-OF-STATE DIVISION EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
President
Lawrence (Larry) H. Kunin
Morris Manning & Martin LLP
3343 Peachtree Road NE, Ste. 1600
Atlanta, GA 30326-2400
404/233-7000
lkunin@mmmlaw.com
President-Elect
Brandon L. Wolff
Kaufman Dolowich & Voluck
40 Exchange Place, Floor 20
New York, NY 10005-2701
917/244-9350
bwolff@kdvlaw.com
Treasurer
Anais Taboas
3333 K Street NW
Washington, DC 20007-3500
305/528-2811
anaistaboas@gmail.com
Secretary
Mindi Wells
P.O. Box 163456
Columbus, OH 43216-3456
614/702-7473
m-wells@onu.edu
Immediate Past President
Cullan E. Jones
Ford & Harrison LLP
1300 19th Street NW, Ste. 700
Washington, DC 20036-1650
813/261-7810
cjones@fordharrison.com
Board of Governors Members
Brian D. Burgoon
Burgoon Law Firm LLC
691 John Wesley Dobbs Avenue NE,
Unit Z
Atlanta, GA 30312-1668
404/260-5147
burgoon@burgoonlaw.com
Eric L. Meeks
Meeks Law Firm Inc.
P.O. Box 8098
Cincinnati, OH 45208-0098
513/826-0229
emeeks@meekslawfirm.com
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E. Duffy Myrtetus
OOSD Liaison to BOG
Eckert Seamans Cherin & Mellott
LLC
919 E. Main Street, Ste. 1300
Richmond, VA 23219-4624
804/788-7749
edmyrtetus@eckertseamans.com
Donald A. Workman
Baker Hostetler LLP
1050 Connecticut Avenue NW,
Ste. 1100
Washington, DC 20036-5318
202/861-1602
dworkman@bakerlaw.com
At-Large Members
Terms Expiring 2022
W. Bard Brockman
Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner LLP
1201 W. Peachtree Street NW,
Floor 14
Atlanta, GA 30309-3471
404/572-6600
bard.brockman@bclplaw.com
Timothy P. Chinaris
P.O. Box 120186
Nashville, TN 37212-0186
904/295-7395
tchinaris@chinarislaw.com
Matthew L. Kahl
Jordan Ramis PC
Two Centerpointe Drive, Floor 6
Lake Oswego, OR 97035-8618
503/598-5548
matthew.kahl@jordanramis.com
At-Large Members
Terms Expiring 2023
Lauren C. Bingham
U.S. Department of Justice,
CIV-OIL-DCS
Ben Franklin Station
P.O. Box 868
Washington, DC 20044-0868
202/616-4458
lcbingham@gmail.com
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Tiffany McKenzie
Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner LLP
1201 W. Peachtree Street, Floor 14
Atlanta, GA 30309-3449
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tiffany.mckenzie@bclplaw.com
Program Administrator
Emily K. Young
The Florida Bar
651 East Jefferson Street
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2300
850/561-5650
eyoung@floridabar.org
CLE Committee
Natasha B. Dorsey, Chair
753 S. Kearsage Avenue
Elmhurst, IL 60126-4422
239/410-8622
natashadorsey11@gmail.com
Information Committee
Donald A. Workman, Chair
Baker Hostetler LLP
1050 Connecticut Avenue NW,
Ste. 1100
Washington, DC 20036-5318
202/861-1602
dworkman@bakerlaw.com
Membership Growth Strategy
Committee
Timothy P. Chinaris, Chair
P.O. Box 120186
Nashville, TN 37212-0186
904/295-7395
tchinaris@chinarislaw.com
Multi-State Practice Committee
Timothy P. Chinaris, Chair
P.O. Box 120186
Nashville, TN 37212-0186
904/295-7395
tchinaris@chinarislaw.com
Social Media Committee
Matthew L. Kahl, Chair
Jordan Ramis PC
Two Centerpointe Drive, Floor 6
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
503/598-5548
matthew.kahl@jordanramis.com
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Membership Application for

The Florida Bar
Out-of-State Division
More than 10 percent of Florida Bar members reside outside the state of Florida.
Although the division represents the interests of all lawyers outside the state, active
participation in the division requires an election on the annual dues statement and, of
course, the payment of dues (only $35).
Membership in this division will provide a forum for communication and education for the
improvement and development of your practice through:
•
•
•
•
•

Reduced fees for division-sponsored continuing legal education programs
A newsletter especially designed for out-of-state practitioners
A ready network for referrals and access to information through regional coordinators
A web page especially designed for out-of-state practitioners
An annual free online ethics CLE

To join, make your check payable to The Florida Bar and return your payment in the amount
of $35 with this completed application form to:
Out-of-State Division
The Florida Bar
651 E. Jefferson Street
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2300
Membership will expire June 30. Dues will not be prorated.
To learn more, visit our website at www.flabaroutofstaters.org, or contact the
program administrator at eyoung@floridabar.org.

Membership Application for
The Florida Bar Out-of-State Division
Choose one:
OS Member Division Dues (Item number – 8161001)
OS Affiliate Division Dues (Item number – 8161002)
Name:

Florida Bar Number:

Firm:
Office Address:
City/State/ZIP:
Email:
flabaroutofstaters.org
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The Florida Bar – Out-of-State Division
Application for Student Membership
Of the more than 100,000 members of The Florida Bar, more than 14,000 members reside and/or practice
outside Florida. The Out-of-State Division of The Florida Bar represents the interests of all Florida lawyers
residing and/or practicing outside the state.
The Out-of-State Division seeks to keep its members informed of recent developments that could impact their
practice as out-of-state Florida attorneys. Further, the division promotes opportunities to network—both socially
and professionally—with other out-of-state Florida attorneys. Membership in the division provides access to
the division’s newsletter (State-to-State), the division's website (www.flabaroutofstaters.org), division-sponsored
continuing legal education programs, and division meetings.
Student membership in the division will:
 Afford an opportunity to network with out-of-state Florida attorneys who can offer insights on practicing
law as a Florida attorney outside the state.
 Allow for communication with Florida lawyers practicing in a variety of locales nationwide.
 Provide the member with access to the division’s newsletter and website, which are designed especially
for out-of-state practitioners, and an opportunity to submit articles for publication.
 Entitle the member to a reduced fee for division-sponsored continuing legal education programs.
To join, mail this completed application form to:
Out-of-State Division, The Florida Bar, 651 E. Jefferson St., Tallahassee, Florida 32399-2300.
(The application form also may be sent by email to eyoung@floridabar.org.)
Student membership will expire upon admission to The Florida Bar or one year after graduation
from law school, whichever occurs first. There is no membership fee for students.
NAME:
SCHOOL:
DATE OF GRADUATION (MO/YR):
ADDRESS:

PHONE:
EMAIL:
LIST CITIES/STATES IN WHICH YOU HAVE A PARTICULAR INTEREST:

SIGNATURE:
flabaroutofstaters.org

DATE:
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Continuing Legal Education
Application for Course Attendance Credit

This application is for attorneys only. FRPs need to post credit via their online profile.

The Florida Bar
Legal Specialization & Education
651 E. Jefferson Street
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2300
(850)561-5842 (Phone) (850)561-9421 (Fax)
clemail@floridabar.org

Attorney #:

Name:

Address:
State:

City:
Phone:

ZIP:

Fax:

Activity Title:
Sponsor Name:
Date and Location of Course:
Please attach a course brochure and/or outline which:
(A) Fully describes the course content and level of presentation
(B) Indicates the time devoted to each topic covered within the program
(C) Identifies the instructors
BOARD CERTIFICATION CREDIT
Please list the area(s) of certification applicable to this activity:
For more information on The Florida Bar’s Board Certification program,
visit: www.floridabar.org/certification

Total Minutes on Instruction: (excluding breaks, meals, and introductions and based on a 50-minute hour)
Total Credit

(Total Minutes Divided by 50 =

Credit Hours)

50
If requesting Ethics, Professionalism, Substance Abuse, Mental Illness Awareness, Bias Elimination, or Technology Credit,
please check appropriate box below.
Ethics

Substance Abuse

Bias Elimination

Professionalism

Mental Illness Awareness

Technology

NOTE: If you have completed the minimum number of required CLER hours, and are not seeking certification credit, please
do not submit further courses for evaluation. There is no carry over of hours in Florida from one reporting period to the
next.
Materials submitted for CLE credit review will be discarded once the credit has been determined.
Should you wish to have your materials returned, please enclose a self-addressed stamped envelope.

**PLEASE NOTE OUR NORMAL PROCESSING TIME IS 2-4 WEEKS.**
flabaroutofstaters.org
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Advertise in
in State
Advertise
StatetotoState!
State!
Please indicate
Ad Size

☐ 1/4 page
☐ 1/2 page
☐ Full Page

Item number

Cost

(8160022)

$250.00

(8160021)

$400.00

(8160020)

$750.00

Your advertisement may be submitted electronically as a .jpg, .tif or .pdf file, at 300 ppi or larger. Black & white cameraready copy is also acceptable. Payment is by check only and must accompany the proposed ad and signed agreement
below. There is a discount for multiple insertions.
For further information, contact Emily K. Young, program administrator, 850/561-5650 or eyoung@floridabar.org
eyoung@floridabar.org
Company Name: ________________________________________________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________________________________________________
Contact: _______________________________________________________________________________________
Phone No: ( _____ ) _________–____________
Fax No:

( _____ ) _________–____________

Email:_________________________________________________________________________________________

Signature: _____________________________________________________________________________________
flabaroutofstaters.org
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